
Li�-T'� Caf� Men�
2905 Highway Dr, Trail, British Columbia V1R 2T2, Canada

+12503642955 - https://www.facebook.com/pages/category/Breakfast---Brunch-
Restaurant/Lil-Ts-Caf%C3%A9-274904032555753/

A comprehensive menu of Lil-T's Cafe from Trail covering all 19 meals and drinks can be found here on the
menu. For seasonal or weekly deals, please get in touch via phone or use the contact details provided on the

website. What User likes about Lil-T's Cafe:
This is a great family restraurant, it is ran by the family, they cook and wait on people. My favorite thing is

vegtable burgers,and real fries. They cut and deep fry there own fries. It is not quick like McDonalds but the food
makes up for it. read more. The rooms in the restaurant are wheelchair accessible and can also be used with a

wheelchair or physical disabilities, Depending on the weather conditions, you can also sit outside and have
something. What User doesn't like about Lil-T's Cafe:

Found lil T's off the highway by the Husky gas station. Staff were friendly and helpful.Omelettes ordered were
very small and dry, not great, sorry maybe chef was having a bad day idk. Atmosphere was nice out on the
deck.We found it very pricey for what we received. read more. Lil-T's Cafe from Trail is known for its tasty

burgers, to which delicious fries, salads and other sides are served, Here you'll find sweet pastries and cake,
simple snacks and chilled refreshments and hot drinks. Not to be left out is the extensive diversity of coffee and
tea specialties in this locale, The delicious sandwiches, healthy salads and other snacks can be planned well as

a snack.
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Toas�
TOAST

Sandwiche�
REUBEN SANDWICH

Starter� & Salad�
FRIES

Imbis�
CURLY FRIES

P�z� Singl� (26 c�)
MONTE CRISTO

Coffe�
CAFÉ

Marke� Fres� Sandwiche�
REUBEN

Desser�
CREPES

MUFFINS

Ingredient� Use�
CHICKEN

HAM

MEAT

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
WRAP

SANDWICH

BURGER

SOUP

TOSTADAS

PANINI
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Opening Hours:
Monday 08:00 -20:00
Tuesday 08:00 -20:00
Wednesday 08:00 -20:00
Thursday 08:00 -20:00
Friday 08:00 -20:00
Saturday 08:00 -15:00
Sunday 08:00 -14:00
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